Kidney Support
for healing the body naturally!
Kidney Support patch is a product that was developed as a complementary therapy program that is accepted by
Doctors and Practitioners as an aid to support and restore the kidney’s function.

.

Kidney Imbalances
Our bodies are naturally detoxifying every day. It's one of the body’s most basic functions: to
eliminate and neutralize toxins through the colon, liver, kidneys, lungs, lymph and skin. But in our
modern lives, our systems are actually exposed to much more pollution and toxins than ever
before—from the air, water, and food as well as the refined products we eat. They're all putting a
lot of strain on our organs.
As you might know, kidneys are among our most vital organs, and they help process everything
you put into your system (food, alcohol, medications, etc.). In other words: they keep your body
healthy and it's a good idea to help them and give them a rest from time to time.
Most people know that a major function of the kidneys is to remove waste products and excess
fluid from the body. These waste products and excess fluid are removed through the urine. The
production of urine involves highly complex steps of excretion and re-absorption. This process is
necessary to maintain a stable balance of body chemicals.
The critical regulation of the body's salt, potassium and acid content is performed by the kidneys.
The kidneys also produce hormones that affect the function of other organs. For example, a
hormone produced by the kidneys stimulates red blood cell production. Other hormones produced
by the kidneys help regulate blood pressure and control calcium metabolism. The Kidney Support
patch was developed to improve the performance of the following functions: Remove waste
products from the body, remove drugs from the body, balance the body's fluids, release hormones
that regulate blood pressure, produce an active form of vitamin D that promotes strong, healthy
bones and control the production of red blood cells.
These patches have been tested extensively and proven by the many that have experienced them to promote improved healing.

Kidney Support
Instructions: The Kidney Support patch is made to help detox your kidneys and is to be
applied to your body (left shoulder).
The patch was developed to relieve some of the symptoms associated with glandular imbalances.
Made to last for 3 days, then discard.
Apply another patch and wear it for additional 3 days to boost glandular imbalances.
Repeat this procedure for 30 days to extend the therapy.
If needed, continue with procedure for an additional 60 days.
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